
WRITING A POLICE REPORT LESSON PLAN

In this lesson, students will define different types of reports and their functions, identify what makes a good police report,
investigate a burglary case, and write a .

Poorly written reports can be wordy and confusing. To find data for their topic, students should use Internet or
library resources to access police department information, examine government or community reports and
statistics, and review related news reports. Students practice discussion skills speaking and listening during
think-pair-share sessions. Finally, there is a PDF of my sample police reports. On community service and
people skills? Do students believe that racial profiling by law enforcement exists in the United States? Here
are some tips to help you get started: Use names and pronouns I, he, she, Jane Thompson, Victor Patel rather
than confusing labels this officer, Suspect 2. Need More Practice? Would students want to be police officers?
Why or why not? The pathway to good writing is easier than you think. Start with a Terrible Example I begin
by showing my students what a poorly written report looks like. Specifically, when writing police reports,
organization should be linear. This time they discuss what specific details they saw in the clip that are missing
from the example. Have students research statistics and case studies and report their findings back to the class
for a follow-up discussion. A good think-pair-share session usually does the trick here. Do they recruit specific
types of people? If so, why? Briefly discuss if and how students were surprised by anything they learned in
their research. I used the In Public Safety website to help me understand how a police report should be written.
And many officers are quick to confess that their writing skills need improvement. The students really enjoy
the clip and they will likely ask for you to replay it again and again so they can get all the details down. Then
choose another one. Do recruits need to be able to speak languages common in the community, if applicable?
Step 5: Work in groups to develop a class report on your local police department. Evaluate the written
summaries of group research findings. Refer to the transcript as needed to help with discussion. Step 4: Ask
students how the problems with the policing system shown in the film compare to your area. Advanced
students may be able to complete the lesson in four minute class periods. Training: How are recruits trained
for their role as police officers? Results: What does the police department see as its greatest contribution to the
community? Do students change their approaches to law enforcement based on whose shoes they are standing
in? Step 3: Review and discuss student responses to the Viewing Guide. The Human Rights Watch
organization recommends who to write and what to ask for at hrw. Well, almost clean language. Invite a few
volunteers to share what they've written and allow the class to react. You have the power to improve them,
starting now. Students practice writing with specific detail and in chronological order.


